
More versatile than a canoe the
Swift Dory opens a world of

sociable sport and exploration. Rowing
is a more comfortable exercise as it
utilises all the major body muscles.
Francis Herreshoff, the famous

naval architect retained utility in a
rowboat design that leaned towards the
racing scull in concept. The Swift Dory
is a versatile modern version of this
classic, combining high quality
fibreglass for endurance and lightness,

with enough quality timber to retain
traditional aesthetics. Front and rear
backrests and 100 kg. buoyancy are
included features.
John Murray (BSc. Dip.Ed.) a

former Northbridge sea scout has been
building these craft for 25 years. To
match the quality of the craft he has
designed and manufactures the
patented Gaco rowlock (sold
worldwide) and the Gaco oars. These

The Swift Dory
Enter a world of fun and exercise with the Swift Dory.

Above: Single rower
Below: Single rower with passenger.

Above: Single rower with two passengers or two adults and several children.

Two rowers and passenger/cox steering with the optional rudder.
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refinements have made the Dory a
delight to row long distances with ease.
Its top speed is 6 knots and 5.6 knots
has been averaged in racing.
For further details on the craft go to

www.gacooarlocks.com.
John will be happy to provide a

demonstration row at Brooklyn or any

other desired location.
The 30 Kg., 5.3m dory can be

manhandled easily by one person using
the Dory Dolly and can be cartopped.

Contact details:
mail@gacooarlocks.com
Phone: 02 94561150

Accessories for your Swift Dory are available on
the web. Just go to www.gacooarlocks.com

The famous GACO
oarlocks, let you row
more efficiently.

The Swift Dory Dolly fits over the
stainless Steel skeg allowing you to tow
the boat by hand easily.

Stainless Steel rear
vision mirror for safe

fast passages

Optional
rudder in place
controlled by
the passenger
in the stern
seat.

Beautifully crafted lightweight cedar oars with the revolutionery carbon fibre GACO blades

John Murray, designer of the GACO rowlock and builder of the Swift Dory.
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